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As these will be my last comments as Fleet Commander, 
know that I consider it an honor and a privilege to serve 
as distinguished an organization as Starfleet Command. 
I leave the chair in the capable hands of incoming Fleet 
Admiral Tony Scott. I know his love of this club and its 
members equals mine and that he will safe guard the 
past as well as the future of the organization. I hope 
that you will all give Tony your absolute support as he 
leads us through the next few years and the milestone 
of a 50-year anniversary. 

Starfleet Command is and always has been a FAN club, 
for the fans and operated by fans. Unlike some other 
groups that only look at the bottom line and what you 

can do financially for them, SFC sees the fans. We’ve not had dues increase in decades and 
no one receives pay for their input or the many hours of behind-the-scenes work. We do it 
for the love of the organization. 

I’ll leave you with a final thought……. As members, you each have a role to play to keep the 
organization alive, whether you be the newest member joining, to the tenured members run-
ning a unit or sitting on the Admiralty Board managing the assets. Without the members the 
club would not exist and without members willing to share some of their time, the organiza-

tion will not function. I would encourage each of you with a little free time to step up and 
assist, whether on a unit, a starbase or a support staff level. You will be a part of what 

keeps the organization going for the next 50 years. I would also encourage you to 
be patient with members of the board. Just like you, they all have personal 

lives and jobs and just like you, that must come first. I know they do their 
best, but from time to time something will get missed. Don’t take it 

personally, it just happens. Give them your support, instead of 
grief. 



 

Star Trek: The Next Generation 
has been celebrated for over 
thirty years for tackling novel 
concepts in the realm of science 
fiction.  None more provocative 
as sentience. 
   Season two 
episode three 
introduces Mr. 
Data sharing 
his off time 
with Geordi La 
Forge...where 
else but in the 
holodeck.  
However, 
seeing 
watching Data (aka Sherlock 
Holmes) solve cases in mere 
moments and ruining the fun of 
it all, La Forge decided to up the 
ante and in doing so, created an 
unintentional adversary for Data. 
   Without meaning to, Geordi 
instructed to computer to 
“create a mystery to confound 
DATA with an opponent who 
has the ability to defeat him.“  
The computer complied and 
brought forth the first sentient 
holo-character into existence.  
Dr Moriarty was unwittingly 
endowed with the means to 
acknowledge his own existence 
and desire not to die.  Picard was 
able to subdue Moriarty for a 
time, citing that he would do 

that helped save 
an entire quadrant… none 
other than the Emergency 
Medical Hologram of USS 
Voyager.  The brainchild of Dr 
Lewis Zimmerman of Jupiter 
Station, the Doctor was aware 
of his status as a hologram and 
was later granted the title of 
sentient, but not without 
many challenges along the 
way.to get there. 
   In PICARD, the supporting 
crew of the La Sirena was 
primarily holographic, though 
their level of sentience was 
not that of the previous 
examples. 
   Finally, through  yet another 
computer glitch ushers forth a 
truly formidable opponent for 
one of the newer crews in the 
Star Trek universe… Badgey, 

the murderous training 
program created by 
ENS Samanthan 
Rutherford of the USS 
Cerritos. 

what he could.   
   Sadly, Moriarty had been 
forgotten for some time until, 
while doing routine 
maintenance on the holodecks 

saved files, 
LT Reginald 
Barclay 
reactivated 
the 
program to 
the crew’s 
dismay.  
The 
question 
once again 
is raised 

concerning his obvious 
sentience and the possibility of 
escaping the confines of the 
holodeck.  After some trickery 
on both sides, the tables were 
once more turned on Moriarty, 
resulting in he and his created 
companion being confined to a 
memory cube the many years 
of battery life and programming 
to keep him occupied. 
   This is where the idea of 
holographic sentience would 
have ended… until later series 
incorporated holo-characters 
that were more than their 
subprograms.  Vic Fontaine, the 
singing hologram created by Dr 
Julian Bashir’s friend, Felix, 
knew from the moment he was 

activated on DS9 that he was 
not your average hologram.  Vic 
was designed to be self-aware 
and fully interactive with the 

program's 
participants and in 
fact was fully 
aware of his 

status 
as a hologram. Fontaine was so 
sophisticated that he was able 
to turn his program on and off 
whenever he desired. 
Furthermore, he was 
programmed to be highly 
perceptive and intuitive.  
He was able to offer 
insights that most 
wouldn’t have been able 
to, using his 1950’s 
mentality to bring a 
measure of humanity 
to his apparent 
wisdom. 
   At the same 
time came the 
pivotal holo-
character 

“Computer, in the 
Holmesian style, 
create a mystery 
to confound Data 
with an opponent 
who has the 
ability to defeat 



 

Since I became the Commandant back on April 1st of 
this year, 18 exams were issued, 15 of which were 
returned & graded. All 15 exams earned passing grades. 
The breakdown of the graded exams are as follows: 
Core 3, Communications 1, Engineering 1, Marine 1, 
Medical 2, Operations 3, Science 1, Search & Rescue 1, 
Security 1, and Command Basics 1. 

I also wanted to take the opportunity to recognize Lt. 
Jeff Franciski for receiving an Admiral’s Ovation Award 
this year. Of the 15 exams that were received, 7 of them 
were from Jeff, all with scores of 90% or better. Lt. 
Franciski has accomplished the rare feat of having taken 
& passed every department exam offered through 
Starfleet Academy.    As I have previously mentioned, only the Core & 

Department Exams are available to be taken at this 
time. However, once you have passed the Core Exam 
and the exam for the department that you are currently 
assigned to, all officers are permitted to take any and/or 
all of the other departmental exams. We are in the 
process of developing other exams and will provide 
more information as it becomes available. To request an 
Academy exam, go to www.starfleet-command.com and 
click on the STARFLEET ACADEMY button, then click the 
“Request an Exam” button. Complete the information 
on the “Contact Commandant Starfleet Academy” page. 
The exam being requested should be listed in the 
“Message” section. Before clicking the “Submit” button, 
be sure to click the “I’m not a robot” box. 

Officers: 

USS ATHENA 
Kathy Peck     CMDR →CAPT 
Ryan Peck           LT→LTCDR 
Joseph Fugate             RCT→ENS 
 
USS INDIANAPOLIS 
Robert Jackson     LTCDR→CMDR 
Leroy Hicks    LTCDR→CMDR 
Blair Riley           LT→LTCDR 
Christopher Wilkerson   LT→LTCDR 
Jeff Franciski            LT(jg)→LT 
Patrick Pearsey            LT(jg)→LT 
Robin Robertson        ENS→LT(jg) 
 
USS TERMINUS 
Susan V. Gruner          ENS→LT(jg) 
Linda Voronetsky          RCT→ENS 
 
USS TORNADO 
Tia Jenkins         ENS->LT(jg) 
 
STARBASE 04 
Mascelia Delp     CMDR ->CAPT 

NCOs: 

USS INDIANAPOLIS 
Caylee Riley             PO→CPO 

 
USS ATHENA 
Loretta Augustine  RCT→SPC 
Jose Cepeda        SPC→PO 
Laura Curtis      RCT→SPC 
Pamela Maness      RCT→SPC 
Leslie Willis      RCT→SPC 

IF YOU OR SOMEONE YOU 

KNOW FEELS LIKE 

CONTRIBUTING MORE TO 

THE CLUB, OR WOULD LIKE 

TO TAKE A MORE ACTIVE 

ROLE WITHIN THE 

ORGANIZATION, TALK TO 

YOUR UNIT CO OR 

STARBASE COMMANDER 

FOR MORE 

INFORMATION! 



 

On October 12, 2022, Vice Admiral Richard "Rick" Pinsky 
passed from this life to the Great Beyond.   
 
     Rick had been a member of Starfleet Command for over 30 
years.  He was a charter member of USS Bismarck, NCC-1797-
D, which was commissioned in March 1992.  Throughout his 
SFC career, Rick served in various positions on the USS 
Bismarck, including a two-year term as the ship's 
Commanding Officer.  Rick also served at the fleet level, 
serving as Starbase 05 Commander and then on the 
Admiralty Board as Commandant of Starfleet Academy. 
  
   Rick was instrumental in making the USS Bismarck and SFC 
itself feel like family to its members. Regardless of his rank or 
position in SFC, Rick always tried to make a difference in so 
many people's lives.  He attended Starbase Indy as often as 
his work schedule permitted, usually making a run to the 
nearby store for needed supplies for the consuite.  He cared 
about everyone he met and was always willing to lend a hand 
or an ear.  
  
   Outside of SFC, Rick built legos (known as his "lego 
therapy"), participated in multiple community theatrical 
productions, and volunteered at his synagogue in numerous 
capacities and on numerous 
committees.  
  
   In accordance with his Jewish 
beliefs, Rick's service was held at 
Beth Abraham Synagogue in Dayton, 
Ohio.  During Rick's memorial 
service, the rabbi specifically 
mentioned Rick's love of Star Trek 
and his love of legos. Rick is interred 
at the synagogue’s cemetary. 
  
A Celebration of Life will be held for 
Rick's Star Trek family at Starbase 
Indy 2023. 

Rick on the Admiralty  Board at Starbase Indy 2014. 
 
Hannukah Harry (aka Rick) sitting on Santa’s lap 



 

CPO CAYLEE RILEY
SPC CARLA PEARSEY
RCT BECKY KVALE
 

ENS MIKI LI GRAVELY
LT TIA JENKINS
CMDR KATHY PECK
LTCDR JAMES WEBB
 

CAPT PAULA GERYAK
COMM MIKE RILEY
VADM MARY BISCHOFF
CAPT DEBRA HENDERSON
 

USS BRIGHSTAR   
USS KYUSHU
USS BISMARCK
 

USS INDIANAPOLIS
USS ATHENA
USS HALSEY
 

STARBASE 04
STARBASE 03
STARBASE 02

 

FCAPT ROBIN KEARNEY
RCT BEN REDDING
RADM PAUL RIKARD
 

SPACE STATION REQUIEM
STARBASE 03
STARBASE 05
 

LTCDR JOYCE STANFIELD
COMM MIKE RILEY
 

THE CLOAK
STARBRIGHT

 

USS INDIANAPOLIS
USS BRIGHSTAR
 



 

N O N - C O M M I S S I O N E D  O F F I C E R  
CPO CAYLEE RILEY   USS INDIANAPOLIS   1ST PLACE 
SPC CARLA PEARSEY  USS INDIANAPOLIS   2ND PLACE 
RCT BECKY KVALE   USS INDIANAPOLIS   3RD PLACE 
 

J U N I O R  O F F I C E R  
ENS MIKI LI GRAVELY  SPACE STATION REQUIEM  1ST PLACE 
LT TIA JENKINS   USS TORNADO   1ST PLACE 
CMDR KATHY PECK   USS ATHENA   2ND PLACE 
LTCDR JAMES WEBB  USS BRIGHTSTAR   3RD PLACE 
 

S E N I O R  O F F I C E R  
CAPT PAULA GERYAK  USS INDIANAPOLIS   1ST PLACE 
COMM MIKE RILEY   USS INDIANAPOLIS   1ST PLACE 
VADM MARY BISCHOFF  USS HALSEY   2ND PLACE 
CAPT DEBRA HENDERSON  USS BRIGHTSTAR   3RD PLACE 
 

S M A L L  S H I P  
USS BRIGHSTAR      CAPT DEBRA HENDERSON  1ST PLACE 
USS KYUSHU   LT DREW GODBY   2ND PLACE 
USS BISMARCK   ADM ANTHONY DAY  3RD PLACE 
 

M E D I U M  S H I P  
USS INDIANAPOLIS   COMM MIKE RILEY   1ST PLACE 
USS ATHENA   CMDR KATHY PECK   2ND PLACE 
USS HALSEY   VADM MARY BISCHOFF  3RD PLACE 
 

L A R G E  S H I P  
SPACE STATION REQUIEM    FCAPT ROBIN KEARNEY-FRAZIER  

 

S T A R B A S E  
STARBASE 04   CMDR MASCELIA DELP  1ST PLACE 
STARBASE 03   RADM PAUL RIKARD  2ND PLACE 
STARBASE 02   RADM BRIAN W PETERSON  3RD PLACE 

 

H O R I Z O N  A W A R D  
USS SILVERWING  LT JEFFERY WILCOX   

 

R E C R U I T I N G  
FCAPT ROBIN KEARNEY-FRAZIER SPACE STATION REQUIEM  1ST PLACE 
RCT BEN REDDING   STARBASE 03   2ND PLACE 
RADM PAUL RIKARD  STARBASE 03   3RD PLACE 
 

R E C R U I T I N G  U N I T  
SPACE STATION REQUIEM  FCAPT ROBIN KEARNEY-FRAZIER 1ST PLACE 
STARBASE 03   RADM PAUL RIKARD  2ND PLACE 
STARBASE 05   RADM PAUL RIKARD  3RD PLACE 
 

C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  
LTCDR JOYCE STANFIELD  USS MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI  1ST PLACE 
COMM MIKE RILEY   USS INDIANAPOLIS   2ND PLACE 
 

N E W S L E T T E R  
THE CLOAK   COMM MIKE RILEY   1ST PLACE 
STARBRIGHT   CAPT DEBRA HENDERSON  2ND PLACE 

 
W E B S I T E  

USS INDIANAPOLIS   COMM MIKE RILEY   1ST PLACE 
USS BRIGHSTAR   CAPT DEBRA HENDERSON  2ND PLACE 
 

L I F E  T I M E  A C H I E V E M E N T  A W A R D  
ADMIRAL MARK WILLIAMS 

R E T E N T I O N  

SPACE STATION REQUIEM FCAPT ROBIN KEARNEY-FRAZIER 

STARBASE 03  RADM PAUL RIKARD 

STARBASE 04  CMDR MASCELIA DELP 

STARBASE 05  RADM PAUL RIKARD 

STARBASE 06  RADM STEVE MARTIN 

USS ATHENA  CMDR KATHY PECK 

USS ATLAS  LT MARK KAPSA 

USS BISMARCK  ADM ANTHONY DAY 

USS BRIGHTSTAR  CAPT DEBRA HENDERSON 

USS DREAMCATCHER ENS STEVEN FINCH 

USS HALSEY  VADM MARY BISCHOFF 

USS INDIANAPOLIS  COMM MIKE RILEY 

USS IOWA  LT TOM WEBSTER 

USS KYUSHU  LT DREW GODBY 

USS MELBOURNE  CAPT MIRIAM LAUER 

USS MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI LTCDR RHONDA PULLMAN 

USS TERMINUS  RADM JOSEPH CAMPBELL 

USS YORKTOWN  RADM CHRISTINA BOEHM 

The Admiralty Board would like to congratulate each 

and every one of the award recipients.  All of your 

hard work has been duly recognized and 

acknowledged.  Without your diligence, sense of 

community and the desire to be more than just 

members of a SciFi related fan club, these awards 

would mean nothing.  The honor of your collective 

actions have made Starfleet Command an 

organization to be reckoned with.  We look forward 

to the new year and to all your actions that you will 

do! 

   Make us proud.  Make yourselves proud.  Revel in 

the pride that you show for your unit and 

organization and we’ll see what comes of it next 

year! 

 

 



 

   As the Chief of Commu-
nications, I am responsi-
ble for managing all of 
Starfleet Command’s in-
ternal communications. 
This includes: publication 
and distribution of the 
Starfleet Command news-
letter, managing and 
maintaining our SFC email 

distribution list, and managing anything related to our do-
main (sfcq1.com). Domain management includes our web-
site and all official @sfcq1.com email addresses. I am also 
the webmaster for our website, https://www.starfleet-
command.com. 
   Our email domain, sfcq1.com, will be up for renewal on 
12/19/23. Our domain starfleet-command is up for renew-
al on 4/3/23, and our web hosting service is paid up 
through December 2025. We also have various security, 
plug in, and app subscriptions that run on one, two, or 
three-year renewal cycles. 
   If you are reading a digital copy of this newsletter, please 
know it was most likely delivered via our email distribution 
software. This software is our primary method of com-
municating with the entire fleet, or targeted segments of 
the fleet. We are currently able to reach over 62% of our 
members via this method. I’d like to share some good 
news for anyone who’s unsubscribed from our list. One 
limitation of our software was that those who unsub-
scribed could not resubscribe unless they provided a differ-
ent email address. However, we now have the ability to 
send you an “opt in” link if you’ve unsubscribed. This will 
allow you to start receiving fleet communications at an 
email address you’ve previously unsubscribed. Please con-
tact the Chief of Communications if you’d like to resub-
scribe to our mailing list. 
   Lastly, I’d like to say I am happy to have accepted Fleet 
Admiral Tony Scott’s invitation to stay on as Chief of Com-
munications. It is an honor and a privilege to serve on the 
Admiralty Board. I’m looking forward all of the fun, excite-
ment, and camaraderie that comes will being an active 
member of Starfleet Command. 
 

LLAP! 
Admiral Ed Ciccarone 
Chief of Communications, SFCQ1  

SFC FINANCIAL REPORT 
YEAR TO DATE AS OF 31 OCT  2022 
 

BEGINNING BALANCE 01 JAN 2022                    $10,514.16 
 
INCOME: 
      TOTAL MEMBERSHIP DUES        $1,829.00 
      TOTAL INTEREST               $0.47 
      TOTAL STORE SALES                 $103.95 
      TOTAL INCOME      $1,933.42 

 EXPENSES:  
      NEWSLETTER                $470.91 
      INTERNET 
 WEBSITE/GODADDY         $854.25 
      OTHER EXPENSES       $1,257.03 
 

YEAR TO DATE BALANCE     $9,865.39 

Due to the ever-increasing costs of materials, labor, and postage, 
the Admiralty Board has determined that this ongoing expenditure 
is unsustainable. As such, we have decided to discontinue 
distribution of our newsletter in printed format at the end of 2022. 
   Please know that you will continue to receive our newsletter in 
digital format. As we head into the future, our newsletter will no 
longer be subject to the constraints associated with printed media, 
such as page count, page size, etc. This will open the door for our 
newsletter editor to be as creative as he or she likes, and to provide 
our members with content that is not limited by the bounds of 
printed media. 
   Moving forward, Starfleet Command will be able to allocate these 
funds to more technology-based expenses, such as our domain 
name, domain email, email distribution subscriptions, web hosting, 
web security, and electronic hardware. This will allow us to 
maintain our online presence and keep current with technological 
advances, such as would be expected from a science-fiction 
oriented club. 



 

Happy Birthday Velma! 
By Commander Kathy Peck CO, USS Athena 
  
 This October marked the 98th birthday of our beloved 
member, Crewperson Velma Farris. Her daughter, Vicki Greve 
- Chief Medical Officer of the USS Athena - arranged her 
glorious birthday celebration. Other attendees from the USS 
Athena were  Gaylen Greve - Chief Security Officer, and 
Commander Kathy Peck - Commanding Officer. All Athena 
members were double agents disguised as proud Klingon 
warriors. After all, Klingons are the ones who know how to 
party! Other honorable family and friends attended the 
birthday/Halloween/costume party dressed as civilian 
humans, uniformed Starfleet officers, Cleopatra, Wonder 
Woman, Vulcans, and miscellaneous characters from earth 
and beyond. There was a cool Federation transporter 
backdrop that was perfect for taking selfies. The house was 
decorated with Trek ship models, action figures, photos, and 
even a life-size cardboard standup of Captain Kirk. 

Appropriately, the Kirk 
standup was very 
flirtatious; it fell over 
onto anyone who 
walked by! There was 
tribble-tossing and 
pumpkin-painting to 
keep everyone 
occupied, while 
background music 
from a phonograph 
created the perfect 
ambience. We filled 
our bellies with sushi, 
chicken nuggets, 
hotdogs, and Klingon 
bloodwine. Birthday 
petit fours, both 
chocolate and vanilla, 
were the grand finale 

that made our lips tingle with delight. Velma was very 
gracious and enjoyed seeing everyone. A grand time was had 
by all! 

USS Athena members Gaylen, Velma, Vicki, and Kathy  

Light the Night Charity Walk 
by Commander Kathy Peck CO, USS Athena 

  
 Members of the USS Athena in Nashville, TN did a 
charity walk for the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society (LLS). 
The walk is held annually in cities all over the country. LLS is 
the largest funder of research to find a cure for blood 
cancers.  In attendance were Commander Kathy Peck, Lt. 
Ryan Peck, Recruit Joseph Fugate, and several friends. The 
event was called “Light the Night” and took place at night 
with all participants carrying a light-up lantern on a stick. Our 
team, which we dubbed “Team Billy”, carried yellow lanterns 
in memory of Kathy’s brother, Billy, who died of leukemia at 
age 26. Billy was a huge Trekker and inspiration to Kathy. 
Other lantern color options were white for leukemia or 
lymphoma survivors and red for supporters. There were 
many corporate sponsors, such as Delta Dental and 
Walgreens, that had booths with free snacks. And we 
marveled at the freebie tables with cute little light-up rings 
and necklaces. We also visited the remembrance tent and 
saw all the names people had posted of family and friends 
who died of these horrible blood cancers. There was an 
opening ceremony in which survivors told their stories of 
their struggles and triumphs, and a few told stories about 
loved ones lost. The walk lasted two laps around the park 
carrying our lanterns. A fireworks display ended the night to 
celebrate everyone’s coming together to raise money for this 
noble cause and to give hope that a cure may be found some 
day. The entire event was very moving and inspiring. We 
appreciate times like this to celebrate friendship and come 
together to give back to the community. 

JUST KEEP IN MIND:  I CAN’T POST IT IF YOU DON’T SEND IT!  WRITE YOUR ARTICLES AND SEND THEM TO CMS@SFCQ1.COM 



 



 



 

STARFLEET COMMAND 
PO Box 118  
Union, KY 41091-0118  


